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Atlantis Data Inspector is a very simple to use cross database comparisons and synchronisation tool that will transform and
manage the cost and time associated with migrations, backups and diffs of SQL Server databases. You can confidently use
Schema Inspector and Data Inspector to save hours of development time whether developing new SQL Server databases,

migrating old systems over to new or performing a SQL diff between existing databases. The savings in development time will
make a significant contribution to the ensuring your project will deliver solutions to your users on-time and on-budget. Give

Atlantis Data Inspector a try to fully assess its capabilities! Data Inspector will automatically restore tables, indexes and views
from all databases and compare information in databases in a fast and easy way. It will also compare data fields, create reports
and synchronize your databases in no time. You can also easily compare data between databases with one click, and you can

generate and save diffs in XML formats or for import into a Source Control system, directly from Data Inspector. Atlantis Data
Inspector Key Features: * Conveniently compare and synchronise schema and data in databases * Just one click for Data

Inspector to compare data fields, and you can generate a report with the changes * Create a static or dynamic diff report using
XML format * Just one click to convert diff report into database * Automatically restore data, indexes and views from all

databases * Generate a report of any errors and warnings * Select databases or entire server for comparison * Filter and reset
comparison results and detailed report * Import diff report into a repository or other tools * Fast Ask Data Compare Atlantis
Data Inspector is a very simple to use cross database comparisons and synchronisation tool that will transform and manage the

cost and time associated with migrations, backups and diffs of SQL Server databases. You can confidently use Schema
Inspector and Data Inspector to save hours of development time whether developing new SQL Server databases, migrating old

systems over to new or performing a SQL diff between existing databases. The savings in development time will make a
significant contribution to the ensuring your project will deliver solutions to your users on-time and on-budget. Give Atlantis
Data Inspector a try to fully assess its capabilities! Data Inspector will automatically restore tables, indexes and views from all

databases and compare information in databases in a fast and easy way. It will also compare data fields, create reports and
synchronize your databases in no time. You can also easily compare data between databases with one click, and you

Atlantis Data Inspector Crack+ Free

Atlantis Data Inspector is a Windows-based GUI application for SQL Server data migration. It supports structured, semi-
structured and unstructured databases. It offers the user a powerful set of functions which allow one to perform a large number
of tasks in SQL Server databases. Atlantis Data Inspector supports the creation, conversion, comparison and synchronization of
SQL Server databases. It is especially useful when migrating databases to SQL Server 2008/2012, from Oracle to SQL Server or

from SQL Server to SQL Server. It can also be used when comparing databases before development starts. Atlantis Data
Inspector provides a wizard-based user interface that gives the user the ability to compare and sync databases without being an
SQL expert or SQL Server expert. Atlantis Data Inspector performs database synchronization based on the characteristics of
tables, views, indexes, columns, constraints, transactions, users, logins, databases and schemas. Atlantis Data Inspector is used
by database administrators (DBA) and application developers to synchronize SQL Server databases. Atlantis Data Inspector
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supports the SQL Server types for dates: Date, DateTime, Time, and DateTime2. It supports Unicode and there are a number of
other data types that can be used including... - Images - Boolean - Money - Decimal - Phone numbers - Numeric - Text - UDT

- Varchar - Varchar(max) - Varbinary(max) - SmallDateTime - Geography - Geometry - Bit - Binary - Currency - Money
- Numeric - Text - NText - Image - NText - Text - Xml See also Data migration Data synchronization List of data

synchronization software References External links Atlantis Data Inspector Website Atlantis Data Inspector Product Sheet
Category:Data synchronization Category:Data management softwareA new study looking at responses to the mononucleosis
virus (MONO) in the very first step of infection shows that the response from a healthy individual with, or without, the gene

variant HLA-DR2 (meaning he or she has the gene for having the specific HLA-DR2 protein) differs dramatically. Mono is a
virus that causes 6a5afdab4c
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Atlantis Data Inspector is a complete solution to compare and synchronise databases and their tables. It is a cost-effective
alternative to expensive tools like SQL Compare and SSIS Data Projects, which require additional development time to be spent
in order to achieve the same result.  Atlantis Data Inspector supports Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft Azure SQL Database
and Oracle databases. You can also compare tables and entire databases. For instance, you can easily inspect the differences
between two database table structures or compare the data in two SQL Server databases, replicating a SQL diff comparison. 
Atlantis Data Inspector brings the power of the Data Inspector to an intuitive user interface (UI) and you can easily drag and
drop tables and columns to show which tables have changed and what have changed. You can even compare table changes,
marking each row that has been added, modified or deleted. Atlantis Data Inspector allows users to directly export the changes
to an Excel file for detailed reporting. Atlantis Data Inspector also allows you to export the differences into a variety of other
formats including SQL and SSIS scripts. Atlantis Data Inspector Features: Detail Reports Synchronise multiple SQL Server
databases Compare SQL Server databases, including tables, columns and rows Compare Oracle databases, including tables,
columns and rows Compare complete SQL Server databases including schema Compare entire Oracle databases, including
schema Optionally export the differences to an Excel report or a variety of other formats Compare data from different SQL
Server or Oracle databases Display the differences in a drag-and-drop interface Native integration with Microsoft Azure SQL
Database Microsoft Visual Studio integration Archive capabilities It is free to trial Atlantis Data Inspector. Simply register for a
free 30-day account and try it out. To purchase Atlantis Data Inspector, please visit: Atlantis Data Inspector Version 2.2 -
March, 2018 Atlantis Data Inspector Version 2.1 - January, 2018 Atlantis Data Inspector Version 2.0 - November, 2017 Atlantis
Data Inspector A: I have used SQL Compare a lot and it is a great tool for comparing the current databases. But, it cannot
synchronise the databases for you and it is not user friendly. For re-syncing databases to a new server, you will need the help of
some third party tools that will synchron

What's New in the?

Atlantis Data Inspector is a powerful data comparison/synchronization software designed to help you save hours of development
time when migrating SQL Server databases. It can be used to: * Synchronize two SQL Server databases (source and target) * Set
up a database by comparing to a database (CDB) or a SQL Server script * Clean up a database by comparing to a database
(CDB) or a SQL Server script Atlantis Data Inspector can synchronize databases across any number of servers. You can even
compare single database tables or view independently against each other. Atlantis Data Inspector also supports: * DELETES
(where the target database no longer exists) * CREATES (where the target database needs to be created) * FILES * LOAD
DATA * PULL * INSERT * UPDATE * DELETE * MERGE *** TELEMETRY *** Atlantis Data Inspector collects and
publishes telemetry information about successful and failed comparisons, validates information, displays status messages,
warning messages, and logs errors in a separate log file. Moreover, we continuously add new metrics to the existing collection
and provide many ways to view the telemetry information. Atlantis Data Inspector Download: Download the Atlantis Data
Inspector exe file, and run it. If you would like to learn more about its features, click Atlanis Data Inspector Download. You’ll
see our comprehensive Atlanis Data Inspector User’s Guide. Atlantis Data Inspector Features: * Synchronize two SQL Server
databases (source and target) * Set up a database by comparing to a database (CDB) or a SQL Server script * Clean up a
database by comparing to a database (CDB) or a SQL Server script * Compare the structure of tables in a database * Compare
the structure of views in a database * Compare the structure of objects in a database * Compare the structure of stored
procedures in a database * Compare the structure of triggers in a database * Compare the structure of table-valued and view-
valued parameters in a database * Compare the structure of columns in a table * Compare the structure of columns in a view *
Compare the structure of columns in a view * Compare the structure of constraints in a table * Compare the structure of
constraints in a view * Compare the structure of constraints in a view * Compare the structure of dependencies in a database *
Compare the structure
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 or later Processor: Intel Core i5 or AMD equivalent Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: 1 GB VRAM or
higher DirectX: Version 9.0c Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card Network: Broadband Internet connection
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